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Introduction
●
●
●

Audio-score alignment → important task with applications in performance
analysis, score following, page turning, audio editing and so on.
Aim → Map corresponding/matching positions in the two input sequences
(could be different modalities)
Traditionally done using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) or Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs)
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Motivation
● Repeats and jumps are an integral part of (classical) music performance
Capturing structural differences is essential for effective alignment
● DTW/HMM based models do not typically account for structural deviations
●
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Existing approaches
● Classical dynamic time warping (DTW)
○ Does not handle structural differences
● JumpDTW [1]
○ Audio-to-score alignment
○ Identiﬁes the “block sequence”
taken by a performer along the score
(based on a priori jump locations)
● Needleman-Wunsch time warping (NWTW) [2]
○ Audio-to-audio alignment
○ DP method with added “waiting mechanism”
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Limitations of existing approaches
●
●

JumpDTW requires manually speciﬁed block boundaries which are accurate
at the frame level - not readily available in practical scenarios.
JumpDTW works only with blocks
○
○
○

Unable to capture intra-block changes
Cannot deal with deviations not foreseeable from the score
Relies on OMR, which doesn’t always detect the jump/repeat directives

Figure from Fremery et al, 2010
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Limitations of existing approaches
●

NWTW does not align repeated segments
○
○

●
●

This is due to its “waiting mechanism”
Skips unmatchable parts of either sequence

NWTW does not incorporate any score information
Multiple deviations and interruptions possible in the practice scenario
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Proposed Method
●
●
●
●
●
●

Custom CNN-based architecture + ﬂexible DTW
Standard + Dilated convolutions
Detect synchronous subpaths between the score
and performance by means of ‘inﬂection points’
Incorporate varying dilation rates at different layers
Dilation allows us to capture short and long-term
context
Inﬂection points passed on to ﬂexible DTW
framework to generate ﬁne alignments
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Model architecture
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Generating ﬁne alignments
●
●
●

We train our models to detect synchronous subpaths between the score and
performance
Incorporate varying dilation rates at different layers, predict inﬂection points
The inﬂection points are passed to an extended-DTW framework

Here, e(m, n) → Euclidean distance between points xm and yn ,
D(m, n) → Total cost to be minimized for the path until the cell (m, n)
(ai , bi ) → (x, y) co-ordinates of the ith inﬂection point
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Experimental Setup
●
●

Model inputs: Performance-score cross-similarity matrices (computed using
Euclidean distance between the chromagrams)
Training
○
○
○
○

●

Generated synthetic data containing jumps and repeats
495 performance-score pairs from the MSMD dataset, each utilized 5 times for varying
number of repeats/jumps, in total 2475 audio pairs
Hand annotated data (150 audio pairs) from Tido UK Ltd.
Trained using the L2 regression loss

Testing
○
○

Models tested on the Mazurka dataset and the Tido dataset
Results are compared with MATCH [4], JumpDTW [1] and NWTW [2]; and a baseline CNN model
without dilation (CNN1+1).
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Results on the Mazurka dataset
●

Model nomenclature: DCNNm+n, where m and n correspond to the dilation
rates at the second and third layer respectively

Alignment accuracy in %
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Results on the Tido dataset
●

Separate testing for “structural” and “non-structural” alignment

Alignment accuracy in %
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Qualitative results

●
●

DCNN can handle forward jumps as well as unforeseeable deviations
Struggles with multiple deviations within a short time span
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Discussion
●

DCNN models show:
○
○
○

●

2-5% increase in alignment accuracy over JumpDTW and NWTW for test set containing
structural differences
1-3% increase over JumpDTW and NWTW on the test set not containing structural differences
4-6% overall increase over MATCH (9-10% on the subset with structural differences)
and 1-4% overall increase over JumpDTW and NWTW

Our method is applicable in real-world scenarios
○
○
○
○

Can work with largely synthetic data
Limited hand-annotated data improves performance further
Doesn’t require jump locations a priori
Compatible with other feature representations, such as learnt frame similarities [4] and
multimodal embeddings [5], and also with non-DTW based methods.
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Conclusion and Future Work
●
●
●
●
●

Progressively dilated convolutional neural networks are effective at structure
aware audio-to-score alignment
Noticeable improvement in capturing structural differences over previous
approaches, and doesn’t impair “non-structural” alignment
Our method can also be used with raw or scanned images of sheet music
using learnt features
Inﬂection points could be used by non-DTW based methods as well
Future work
○
○

Parallel dilation and merging
Handling of trills and cadenzas

Thank you for your attention! Questions?
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